
THAT’S LITE

LACIMBALI S-LITE

 P R O D U CT

TASTE ON THE BIG SCREEN
10.1” TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

S-Lite comes with a 10.1” touchscreen display, making it incredibly
user-friendly. It’s all about simplicity and efficiency, allowing every user to
have an intuitive user experience, whether the coffee is for them or their clients.
The large display ensures that all the necessary information is easily visible,
and the intuitive interface makes it easy even for beginners to brew a perfect cup
of coffee.

READY WHEN YOU ARE
PLUG & PLAY

S-Lite is a Plug & Play machine, meaning there’s no need for a direct water supply
or an expert specialist setting it up. Just plug it in, and you’re ready to start serving
great coffee. The Plug & Play nature makes S-Lite the ideal choice for businesses
that require a quick and easy solution for their coffee needs. With S-Lite, superior
coffee is closer than ever.

INNOVATIVE FAMILY FEELING
NEW DESIGN

LaCimbali S-Lite introduces an all-new compact design that effortlessly blends 
into any setting. Despite its smaller size, it carries the distinctive LaCimbali 
essence, aligning it with the rest of the S-Line family. A distinctive and 
customizable LED light wraps S-Lite’s display, reflecting every space’s mood in 
style. Extremely compact sizes allowed by the integrated hopper, which 
perfectly sits within S-Lite’s body, allowing it to snug into every room. A 
perfect balance between tradition and modernity, combining the classic 
LaCimbali aesthetic with a fresh, compact form. S-Lite proves that great things 
indeed come in small packages.

FEATURES
MAKE IT YOURS
CUSTOMIZABLE INTERFACE

S-Lite’s flexible UI allows you to personalize it to suit your and your business’ preferences, making it the best
device to showcase your identity. Tweak its logo, screen-saver, in-brew loading screens and icons. Designed
to adapt to your needs, it provides a seamless coffee-making experience. Whether you prefer a minimalist
design or want to have all the features at your fingertips, S-Lite allows you to customize the interface to your
liking.

STAY CONNECTED
INTEGRATED WI-FI AND USB

S-Lite is equipped with integrated Wi-Fi and USB, adding a layer of convenience and connectivity. This
“always online” feature means S-Lite smooth coffee-making can get even smoother. Whether you need
to update the software or want to download the latest coffee recipes, the integrated Wi-Fi and USB make it
easy.

EFFORTLESS CLEANING 
AUTOMATIC WASHING SYSTEM

S-Lite features the same convenient cleaning technology as the biggest members of the S-line family. Thanks to 
the Automatic Washing System, you can save time and ensure your machine is always ready to deliver the
perfect cup of coffee. It’s about making your life easier, one less worry at a time. With AWS, you can
be sure that your machine is always in the best condition, without the hassle of dedicated cleaning staff.
For an even higher grade of cleanliness, choose LaCimbali cleaning products, designed to 

thoroughly look after your machine.

FLEXIBLE TO YOUR NEEDS
WATER TANK OPTIONS

Flexibility is key with S-Lite, that’s why it comes in two versions to cater to your specific needs. Choose between 
a 2-litre water tank for smaller operations or an 8-litre version for busier environments. This ensures 
you can serve your customers without any interruptions, regardless of your business’ size. Whether you 
have a small office or a bustling restaurant, S-Lite’s water tank options provide the convenience you need 
to keep your business running smoothly. Need a constant water flow? S-Lite comes with a water supply 
connection kit, ensuring non-stop refill.

COMPACT AND PERFORMANT
In the bustling world of small businesses, every inch of space counts. Every piece of equipment must justify its place. That’s why 
we’ve created the smallest LaCimbali machine ever. Meet S-Lite. Designed for those who need a compact product without 
compromising on the in-cup coffee quality. S-Lite is perfect for anyone looking for a coffee machine that guarantees quick 
performance, ease of use, and easy maintenance.
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LACIMBALI S-LITE

TECHNICAL SHEETS

320 x 512 x 535 mm (2 L)
420 x 512 x 535 mm (8 L)

Weight 19 kg (2 L) - 20,5 kg (8 L)

Added water Yes

Control panel 10,1” Touch Screen Display

Number of selections Up to 24 1x4 | 3x6 | 3x7

Coffee spout height (from/to) 85 / 175 mm

Water Pump Vibration pump

Grounds container capacity 45 pieces (10 g / piece) 

Drip tray 1,7 L approx.

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS
Width x Depth x Height

Recommended cups/day Up to 80
CAPACITY

Thermoblock

THERMAL SYSTEM | SISTEMA TERMICO

Coffee bean hopper 750 g
HOPPERS

Grounded dek inlet Yes
DEK 

Number of grinders 1

Blades Ceramic

GRINDERS 

MILK SYSTEM

Payment system
(equipped with MDB Protocol) Optional

USB Yes

Telemetry/Wi-Fi Yes

INTERFACE

Espresso (cups/hour)  (50 ml) 80 cups

Americano (cups/hour) (240 ml) 75 cups

Cappuccino (cups/hour)  (200 ml) 65 cups

Hot water (litres/h - delivery of 500 cc) 30 L

PERFORMANCE 

Coffee group type Plastic

Min / max dose Up to 16 g

Coffee washing cycle (type) Automatic (tablets)

COFFEE GROUP 

Power supply 220-240V / 120 V / 100 V

Power 2900 W

Connection to the water main Optional

Water tank inside Double solution: 2 L - 8 L 

CONNECTIONS
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Take a peek in AR by scanning the QR Code
or discover it with LaCimbali Project App

Milk suction system Venturi System

Milk washing cycle Automatic




